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Only in Switzerland can one find the combination 
of economic stability, high security, competitive 
economy, attractive taxrates, superior infrastructure 
and an exceptional quality of life. We enable the 
access to you , your family or your enterprise and 
stand by your side as a trusting and reliable partner.



FOUNDATION PREPARATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

If you should decide to establish a joint stock corporation in Switzerland, comprehensive 
preparations must be made. Which legal form is the right one, how high should the share 
capital be, which name should the company have and is this name still available?
Who takes over the management? And above all: In which Swiss canton should the 
company have its seat? No worry! IM Consulting will considerate everything with you 
and fulfill the requirements.

Switzerland is one of the most attractive locations for enterprises and financial 
services in the world,therefore it can make strategic sense to start suitable activities 
in Switzerland, or shift existing activities to Switzerland. Both must be thought through 
carefully and planned well. Approach us early. We give you legal and financial advice 
and will find a suitable solution for you.



It may be a business start-up or a relocation of a foreign company to Switzerland, in both 
cases the first step is to record the necessary company foundation information and prepare 
the articles of association. A notary will ratify the official founding of the Swiss Company. 
In addition, every corporation needs a trustee and a domestic bank account. Also very 
important is to determine the position of the general management and the board
of directors.

FOUNDING

AFTER THE FOUNDATION
After the foundation the operational work of the  company begins. Holding companies 
or purely capital-administering companies are obliged to fullfill  the high Swiss standards 
concerning documentation, taxes and right. IM Consulting offers the whole spectrum of 
a swiss management consultancy to gain a  foothold at the market and act successfully. 
For capital-administering enterprises we consider ourselves as a trusting contact for 
all evolving questions.



IM Consulting GmbH is a consulting firm based at Lake 
Lucerne in Central Switzerland. We advise foreign nationals,
families and companies with the foundation of corporations 
in Switzerland and execute the foundation. We accompany 
our customers during the time afterwards. The long-term 
personal care of our clients is very important to us, helping 
them with questions about Switzerland. This differentiates 
us from other suppliers. The high quality of our service, our 
good reputation and professional competence are most 
important to us.



Contact us for a confidential non-binding preliminary meeting.
We look forward to it.

Switzerland


